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Introduction: The treatment landscape for patients with metastatic hormone-sensitive

prostate cancer (mHSPC) has changed dramatically in the past five years, despite little

change in the preceding 20 years. Such rapid change can make it difficult for clinicians to

remain abreast of the current literature and synthesize the relevant data to inform evidence-

based treatment decisions.

Methodology: We performed a narrative, comprehensive review of treatment options for

patients with mHSPC as of December 31, 2019. Specifically, we focused on phase II and III

randomized controlled trials assessing the role of chemotherapy, novel androgen axis target-

ing agents, local-(prostate) directed therapy, and metastasis-directed therapy.

Results: The data support a survival benefit with the addition of four different agents to

androgen deprivation among men with newly diagnosed prostate cancer—docetaxel, abir-

aterone acetate, enzalutamide, and apalutamide. While not directly compared, the efficacy of

these agents appears similar. That said, there are differences in their toxicity profiles and

notable differences in cost between agents. Although analyses encompassing men with low-

and high-volume metastases failed to demonstrate a significant survival benefit for radio-

therapy treatment to the prostate, new data demonstrates a benefit for men with low-volume

metastatic disease. Ongoing trials will assess whether this applies to local surgical treatment.

Similarly, metastasis-directed therapy appears beneficial among carefully selected patients.

Conclusion: Treatment options for patients with mHSPC are rapidly changing following

years of stagnation. A number of systemic therapies offer benefit without significant clinical

differences between them. The role for local treatment of the prostate as well as metastatic

sites continues to evolve.
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Introduction
Prostate cancer is the second most common malignancy and the second leading

cause of cancer mortality among men in the United States and Europe.1

Approximately 7% of men in the US initially present with metastatic disease,

although this number is on the rise with changing trends in screening practices.2,3

This number is even higher in emerging market economies and as high as 64% in

parts of Asia.4

For the past 70 years, androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) has been the main-

stay of therapy for locally advanced and metastatic prostate cancer. While the

majority of patients will realize a biochemical and clinical response to ADT, nearly
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all will eventually develop castrate resistance. Since 2004,

there has been considerable progress in the development of

treatment options and improved survival for men with

castrate-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC).5 However,

until very recently, there have been no appreciable

advancements in the treatment of metastatic hormone-

sensitive prostate cancer (mHSPC), also known as meta-

static castrate-sensitive or hormone-naïve disease. Survival

in this cohort has been essentially stagnant over the pre-

ceding 20 years.6 Thankfully, recent developments have

changed this landscape dramatically. As such, we report

the existing treatment options for men with mHSPC and

discuss the current data driving their use.

Methods
We searched PubMed for studies published from inception

until December 31st, 2019 using the search terms “meta-

static castrate-sensitive prostate cancer” or “metastatic

hormone-naïve prostate cancer” AND “treatment” or

“therapy”, along with free-text, related, derivative, and

exploded terms. We additionally searched for “metastatic

castrate-sensitive prostate cancer” or “metastatic hor-

mone-naïve prostate cancer” AND “docetaxel,” “abirater-

one,” “enzalutamide,” OR “apalutamide” to ensure

complete results for pharmacotherapies in this disease

space. On the basis of the literature search, the first

(MEH), second (HLH), and senior (CJDW) authors com-

piled a manuscript framework including relevant sub-

topics and a proposed bibliography. This was iteratively

revised by co-authors. Following agreement on manu-

script structure, the first, second, and senior authors

drafted this narrative review that was critically revised

by co-authors. The final manuscript represents the con-

sensus of the authors.

Agents with Survival Benefit
Docetaxel
Over the past decade, several trials have elucidated

whether a survival benefit can be achieved with the addi-

tion of adjuvant therapies near the time of diagnosis of

metastatic disease. Docetaxel, a taxane-based chemother-

apy agent, was one of the first to emerge as a therapy with

strong evidence for an overall survival (OS) benefit in

patients with metastatic prostate cancer.7–10 Three key

trials were the foundation in establishing this pattern of

care, allowing for its now widespread use within the

mHSPC space.

In February 2013, the results of the GETUG-AFU15

trial were published.8 This trial focused on 385 patients

with metastatic prostate cancer, randomized to treatment

with ADT alone vs ADT plus docetaxel. Patients were

selected based on histologically confirmed prostate cancer

and radiologically diagnosed metastatic disease. All

included patients had a Karnofsky score of at least 70%,

life expectancy greater than or equal to three months, and

acceptable hepatic, hematologic, and renal function.

Patients who had previously received chemotherapy for

metastatic disease were excluded, and patients must have

been initiated on ADT for metastatic disease for no more

than two months prior to enrollment. Neoadjuvant ADT

and/or chemotherapy was permitted if it had been stopped

at least 12 months prior to enrollment.8

Patients were randomized to treatment with either ADT

alone (which consisted of orchiectomy vs medical castra-

tion with luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH)

agonists with/without nonsteroidal androgen receptor inhi-

bitors), or ADT plus docetaxel, which they received as

75 mg/m2 every 21 days for up to nine cycles. In 385

patients, median OS was not significantly different in the

ADT group vs the ADT plus docetaxel group (48.6 months

vs 62.1 months, HR: 0.88, 95%CI: 0.68–1.14, p=0.3), over

a median follow-up of 83.9 months.

Shortly after the results of the GETUG-AFU145 trial

became available, the CHAARTED data emerged in

August 2015.10 This trial consisted of 790 men with meta-

static prostate cancer, randomized to ADT alone vs ADT

plus docetaxel. Patient selection was similar, largely enrol-

ling patients with a histological diagnosis of prostate can-

cer and radiologic findings of metastatic disease, an

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) perfor-

mance status ranging from 0–2, and appropriate renal,

hematologic, and hepatic function. Here, patients could

have received prior ADT if the total duration was less

than two years and it had not been given in the last 12

months, or if recent ADT administration for metastatic

disease had been initiated within the previous three months

prior to enrollment. Those randomized to the ADT arm

received ADT either via medical or surgical castration plus

a nonsteroidal antiandrogen, and those randomized to the

ADT + docetaxel arm received 75 mg/m2 every 21 days

for six cycles.10

The patients were followed for a median of 28.9

months. Median OS was 13.6 months longer (57.6 months

vs 44.0 months) in the ADT plus docetaxel group (HR:

0.61, 95%CI: 0.47–0.80, p<0.0001). Subgroup analysis of
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high-volume disease (HVD), defined as presence of visceral

metastases and/or greater than or equal to four bone lesions

with at least one beyond the spine and pelvis, vs low-

volume disease (LVD) was performed. The survival benefit

of adding docetaxel to ADT was even more pronounced in

HVD, with median survival increased by 17.0 months (HR:

0.60, 95%CI: 0.45–0.81, p<0.0001. Additional benefits to

early docetaxel administration in non-castrate disease

included longer time to development of castration-

resistance, higher rate of decline of PSA to less than

0.2 ng/mL at 12 months, and lower incidence of prostate-

cancer-related deaths.10

To account for the discrepancies between significant

results in the two studies, the investigators of the GETUG-

AF15 trial retrospectively evaluated the number and site of

metastases to stratify groups with high vs low volume of

disease. HVD used the same classification as the

CHAARTED data, and all other patients were classified

as having LVD. For men with HVD, an OS benefit was

noted (4.7 months longer) in the GETUG-AF15 cohort as

well, but this was not statistically significant. Importantly,

the CHAARTED trial included a larger number of partici-

pants with a higher median PSA (median PSA 50 in the

docetaxel plus ADT group vs 52 in the ADT alone group,

as compared to 26.7 and 25.8 in these groups, respectively,

in the GETUFG-AFU15 trial), as well as a higher propor-

tion of patients classified to HVD (64% and 66% in ADT

and ADT plus docetaxel arms, vs 47% and 48% in

GETUG-AFU15, respectively). These factors, along with

study population size (780 vs 385), may be responsible for

this statistical discrepancy.7,8

In early 2016, data from the multi-arm, multi-stage

STAMPEDE trial was published assessing the role of

docetaxel in this disease space. There were 2962 men

that underwent four-way randomization to ADT alone

(arm A), ADT plus docetaxel (arm C), ADT plus zoledro-

nic acid (arm B), or ADT plus both docetaxel and zole-

dronic acid (arm E). Patient selection in this trial notably

included not only men with metastatic disease (61% of

participants), but also those with node-positive and high-

risk localized disease. In comparisons of ADT plus doc-

etaxel group to ADT alone, STAMPEDE again suggested

a survival benefit with ADT and docetaxel for the subset of

patients with metastatic disease (sub HR: 0.80, 95%CI:

0.65–0.99, p=0.033). The addition of zoledronic acid was

not noted to improve survival, consistent with the findings

of other series.9

A meta-analysis was performed with the combined

data from GETUG-AF15, CHAARTED, and

STAMPEDE in order to further evaluate the OS and pro-

gression-free survival (PFS) benefits due to the addition of

docetaxel. Men with metastatic disease across all three

studies had a statistically significant survival benefit with

the addition of docetaxel to ADT (HR: 0.72, 95%CI: 0.-

06–0.90, p=0.0002). However, a statistically significant

difference in efficacy between HVD and LVD could not

be shown. Similarly, a significant benefit in PFS was found

in those patients who also received docetaxel (HR: 0.63,

95%CI: 0.57–0.70). The combined data yielded an overall

27% risk reduction for death of patients with metastatic

disease (HR: 0.73), and a 33% risk reduction for death in

HVD patients (HR: 0.67).11

Based on the strong evidence above, the addition of

docetaxel to ADT has become increasingly utilized in the

first-line management of patients with mHSPC. However,

thoughtful patient selection for utilization remains para-

mount. Patients selected for all three trials had good per-

formance status and acceptable hepatic, renal, and

hematologic organ function, suggesting that docetaxel

should be considered in relatively healthy patients who

would be able to tolerate the systemic effects of docetaxel.

The trials above did show some uncommon but serious

adverse effects including fatigue, febrile neutropenia, and

rarely, death, for which patients should be counseled prior

to beginning therapy.8–10 Regardless, the compelling sur-

vival benefit noted in the combination docetaxel plus stan-

dard ADT regimen underscores its increasing use in the

metastatic hormone-sensitive space.

Abiraterone
The next agent critically evaluated in the treatment of

mHSPC was abiraterone acetate. Another analysis of the

STAMPEDE trial utilized arms A (ADT alone) and

G (ADT + abiraterone) to assess its role in men with

metastatic disease, N1 disease, and high-risk localized

disease (N0M0). 1917 patients were randomized to receive

either abiraterone alone (1000 mg) daily with prednisolone

(5 mg daily) in addition to ADT or ADT alone. Fifty-two

percent of the group had metastatic disease. Over a three-

year follow-up, OS was 83% in the abiraterone plus ADT

group vs 76% in the ADT alone subset (HR: 0.63, 95%CI:

0.52–0.76, p<0.0001).12

The LATITUDE trial, published concurrently, also

sought to prove a similar benefit.13 This was a placebo-

controlled study of 1199 with metastatic prostate cancer,
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blinded to receiving 1000 mg daily of abiraterone acetate

plus 5 mg prednisone daily plus ADT vs ADT plus

placebo. Patients were required to have at least two of

the following high-risk features: Gleason score greater

than or equal to eight (ie grade group four and higher), at

least three bone metastases, and/or visceral metastases,

and in addition could not have received previous che-

motherapy, radiation, or surgery for metastatic prostate

cancer other than for palliative intent. At an interim

analysis with a median follow up of 30.4 months, OS

was 66% in the abiraterone group vs 49% in the placebo

group, with a relative risk reduction of 38% in the

abiraterone versus placebo groups (HR: 0.62, 95%CI:

0.51–0.76, p<0.0001). These two studies strongly

demonstrate a similar survival benefit to adding abirater-

one to ADT.13

Enzalutamide
In 2019, trials emerged evaluating androgen receptor inhi-

bitors in mHSPC, starting with enzalutamide, which is

now used widely in the management of castration-

resistant disease. The ARCHES trial evaluated 1150 men

with metastatic hormone-sensitive disease.14 Men were

eligible if they had appropriate performance status and

pathologically confirmed prostate adenocarcinoma with

radiologic evidence of metastasis. Participants could have

received prior local therapy, previous ADT, and up to six

preceding cycles of docetaxel (17% of the cohort). Sixty-

three percent of the study participants had HVD, defined

as either visceral metastases or ≥4 bony metastases with at

least one outside the spine/pelvis. Participants were rando-

mized 1:1 to receive either 160 mg enzalutamide daily

plus ADT or ADT plus placebo. The primary end point

was radiographic PFS, defined as time from randomization

to either first evidence of radiographic progression or

death. Imaging was performed at time of screening for

enrollment and then every 12 weeks during treatment. At

an interim analysis at a median follow-up of 14.4 months,

enzalutamide plus ADT was found to reduce the risk of

radiographic progression vs ADT plus placebo by 61%

(HR: 0.39, 95%CI: 0.30–0.50, p<0.001). This effect was

similar in subgroup analyses of high- vs low-volume dis-

ease and in men with prior docetaxel. Secondary end

points including time to PSA progression, time to initia-

tion of an alternate therapy, and undetectable PSA rate

were also favorable in the enzalutamide plus ADT group,

with data for OS still pending with ongoing analysis of the

trial.14

Another contemporary trial, ENZAMET, randomized

1125 men with metastatic prostate cancer to treatment with

enzalutamide 160 mg daily vs a standard nonsteroidal

antiandrogen (bicalutamide, flutamide, or nilutamide) in

addition to continuous ADT.15 Participants had good per-

formance status, pathologically proven prostate cancer and

radiologic evidence of metastasis, and were eligible if they

had received previous testosterone suppression as long this

had been discontinued at least 12 months prior. Interim

analysis after a median follow-up of 34 months showed

a significant survival benefit in the enzalutamide group

vs those receiving standard nonsteroidal antiandrogens

(HR: 0.67, 95%CI: 0.52–0.86, =0.0002).15

Apalutamide
Apalutamide is another oral nonsteroidal antiandrogen

which works by inhibiting the androgen receptor and

emerged for use in this space in 2019 as the result of the

TITAN trial.16 Here, 525 patients with metastatic prostate

cancer were randomized to receive 240mg daily of apalu-

tamide or placebo in addition to continuous ADT. Similar

to the ENZAMET trial, patients could have received up to

six prior cycles of docetaxel and been started on ADT (for

no more than six months prior if for mHSPC, or no more

than three years prior if for localized disease). At an

interim analysis at 24 months, OS was 82.4% in the

apalutamide group and 73.5% in the placebo group (HR

for death: 0.67, 95%CI: 0.51–0.89, p=0.005) which

resulted in a 33% lower risk of death for the apalutamide

group. The benefit of apalutamide was consistent across

subgroups stratified by volume of disease, planned doce-

taxel, and Gleason score.16

Comparative Data
All four agents (docetaxel, abiraterone, enzalutamide, and

apalutamide) have been FDA-approved for treatment

of mHSPC and are now listed as category 1 recommenda-

tions within the NCCN guidelines.17 Table 1 highlights the

main findings of each of the studies supporting their use,

as discussed above. Additional trials are underway, which

include patients who have received prior docetaxel within

the “standard of care” group, as ADT alone is becoming

less commonly utilized in the primary treatment of newly

diagnosed metastatic disease. Given these advances, there

have been efforts to compare the benefits of the agents

above, with most trials focusing on abiraterone

vs docetaxel as the enzalutamide and apalutamide data

are more recent.
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A meta-analysis by Wallis et al in 2018 compared

outcomes across the GETUG-AFU15, CHAARTED,

LATITUDE, and docetaxel and abiraterone arms of the

STAMPEDE trial, focusing on comparison between abir-

aterone and docetaxel. An indirect comparison between

abiraterone plus ADT vs docetaxel plus ADT did not

show a significant difference in OS; however, Bayesian

meta-analyses suggest that abiraterone may be the pre-

ferred agent.18 Sathianathen et al recently published

a meta-analysis including the above studies as well as

TITAN and ENZAMET, demonstrating that, as expected

from the primary data, all four examined agents (doce-

taxel, abiraterone, enzalutamide, apalutamide), showed

improved OS compared to ADT alone. This analysis

found no statistically significant differences between

agents with respect to OS. However, additional SUCRA

analysis suggested that enzalutamide may be the preferred

agent.19

With the advent of the trials showing benefit with

enzalutamide and apalutamide, new studies and analyses

will undoubtedly continue to emerge comparing these to

docetaxel and abiraterone. A more recent meta-analysis by

Marchioni et al, recently published online in The Journal

of Urology ahead of print, examined 13 studies including

those mentioned above to examine treatment effect of

these agents within the hormone-sensitive metastatic

space. Their findings suggest that abiraterone, enzaluta-

mide, and apalutamide have superior OS when compared

to docetaxel, as well as delayed disease progression. In

addition, they examine adverse events across the pooled

studies, and found higher rates of adverse events with

abiraterone and docetaxel compared to ADT, and lower

rates with abiraterone and enzalutamide compared to doc-

etaxel, with rates similar to treatment with ADT alone.20

Although meta-analyses of this nature are limited given

varying factors including patient selection across multiple

studies, there will certainly be more data emerging on

comparisons between agents as utilization in this disease

space grows.

Treatment choice between agents for mHSPC is

a challenge, and there is currently no clear consensus on

preferential initial selection or sequencing of these agents.

Certainly, indirect comparisons (and qualitative assess-

ment of the effects of each agent compared to placebo)

suggest few differences in OS. Health economic consid-

erations and ease of administration often play large roles in

treatment selection, as does treatment toxicity based on

side effects and adverse effects of the agents. The degree

to which of these imparts the most influence in treatment

selection can vary by country, health-care setting, and

practitioner. For example, in the UK the National Health

Service (NHS) has mandated use of docetaxel based on

health economic analyses. In most of the rest of the world,

use of oral androgen axis targeting agents is common as

the first line, except perhaps among patients with high

volume or visceral disease in which cytotoxic chemother-

apy may be preferred.

Understanding common side effects and treatment toxi-

cities with these agents is important when choosing

a therapy. For example, individual treatment considerations

and treatment-related adverse events and toxicities have

played a large role in choosing between abiraterone (eg

dysglycemia due to the need for concomitant steroids in

diabetic patients) and enzalutamide (eg associated asthenia).

The major limiting side effect with docetaxel is neutropenia

resulting from bone marrow suppression.8–10 Abiraterone

can additionally lead to mineralocorticoid excess and resul-

tant hypertension and hypokalemia, as well as elevation in

Table 1 Summary of Key Findings from Trials for Metastatic hormone-sensitive Prostate Cancer

Trial Source Year Investigational

Treatment

Control Primary

End Point

OS

Benefit?

HR (95% CI)

GETUG-AFU15 Gravis et al7 2015 Docetaxel + ADT ADT OS No 0.88 (0.68–1.14)

CHAARTED Sweeney et al10 2015 Docetaxel + ADT ADT OS Yes 0.61 (0.47–0.80)

STAMPEDE James et al9 2016 Docetaxel + ADT ADT OS Yes 0.80 (0.65–0.99)

STAMPEDE James et al12 2017 Abiraterone + ADT ADT OS Yes 0.63 (0.52–0.76)

LATITUDE Fizazi et al13 2017 Abiraterone + ADT ADT + placebo OS Yes 0.62 (0.51–0.76)

ARCHES Armstrong et al14 2019 Enzalutamide + ADT ADT + placebo Radiographic

PFS (rPFS)

N/A 0.39 (0.30–0.50)

(rPFS)

ENZAMET Davis et al15 2019 Enzalutamide + ADT Nonsteroidal

antiandrogen + ADT

OS Yes 0.67 (0.52–0.86)

TITAN Chi et al16 2019 Apalutamide + ADT ADT + placebo OS Yes 0.67 (0.51–0.89)
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transaminases, necessitating close lab monitoring during

therapy.12,13 The most common side effects with enzaluta-

mide include arthralgias/asthenias, diarrhea, and fatigue.

In addition it must be used with caution in patients with

a history of seizure due to rare incidence of this during

therapy.14,15 Apalutamide similarly has been associated

with fatigue, diarrhea, rash, hypothyroidism, and rarely

it was associated with ischemic cardiovascular events.16,21

Consequently, providers should be thoughtful and take

a patient’s overall functional status, health, and comorbid-

ities into close consideration when selecting an agent.

Table 2 summarizes the pharmacokinetics of each agent,

suggested monitoring, adverse effects, and level of evidence

supporting the studies examining their use in this population.

The evidence for optimal sequencing of these agents

remains relatively sparse and varies in its application, as

these agents have been approved for multiple indications

within advanced prostate cancer and much of the literature

to date has been focused within the mCRPC space. Factors

such as concern for acquired resistance, the potential for

cross-resistance, and the timing of cytotoxic chemotherapy

drive investigations into optimal timing. A randomized con-

trol trial in mCRPC patients sought to determine optimal

sequencing of abiraterone and enzalutamide, as well as

their second-line efficacy.26 Two hundred and two patients

were randomly assigned to one of the two drugs, which they

continued until the time of either PSA, clinical, or radio-

graphic progression, or unacceptable treatment toxicity, and

Table 2 Agents with Survival Benefit in Metastatic Hormone-sensitive Prostate Cancer

Medication Dose Mechanism Adverse Effects Pharmacokinetics

and Monitoring

Evidence (Year of

Publication)

Level of

Evidence22

Docetaxel

(Taxotere)

Variable Cytotoxicity through

microtubule binding

and bcl-2

phosphorylation

Hair loss, nausea/

vomiting, cytopenias,

neurotoxicity

Monitor CBC, LFTs,

Cr

GETUG-AF15 (2013)

CHAARTED (2017)

STAMPEDE (2015)

1a19,23

Abiraterone

(Zytiga) +

Prednisone

1g daily +

5 mg

prednisone

twice daily

CYP17-A1

Inhibitor

Hypokalemia,

hypertension,

diarrhea, peripheral

edema, UTI

Administer on an

empty stomach

Monitor LFTs and

potassium at

initiation and every

two weeks for three

months, then

monthly

T1/2: 12.5 hours

LATITUDE (2017)

STAMPEDE (2017)

1a19,23-25

Enzalutamide

(Xtandi)

160 mg

daily

Nonsteroidal

antiandrogen

Seizures,

gynecomastia, fatigue,

diarrhea, hot flashes,

headaches, sexual

dysfunction,

medication

interactions due to

CYP450 induction

Monitor CBC, LFTs,

and blood pressure

T1/2: 8–9 days

ARCHES (2019)

ENZAMET (2019)

1a19

Apalutamide

(Erleada)

240 mg

daily

Nonsteroidal

antiandrogen

Fatigue, hypertension,

rash, diarrhea, nausea,

weight loss, arthralgia,

falls, medication

interactions due to

CYP450 induction

Monitor CBC and

LFTs annually, vitals

every three monthsa

T1/2: 3–4 days

TITAN (2019) 1b

Abbreviations: CBC, complete blood count; LFTs, liver function tests; Cr, creatinine; UTI, urinary tract infection.

Note: aNo consensus guideline for monitoring.
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were then switched to the alternate agent until progression

again occurred. Using a primary endpoint of second PSA

progression (defined as the time from start of initial therapy

to the time of PSA progression on second-line therapy after

crossover), the investigators observed increased benefit

(median 19.3 months vs 15.2 months) with the sequence

of abiraterone followed by enzalutamide than with the

opposite (HR: 0.66, 95%CI: 0.45–0.97, p=0.036). They

also observed improved second-line activity with enzaluta-

mide than with abiraterone (median time to second PSA

progression 3.5 months vs 1.7 months, HR: 0.42, 95%CI:

0.28–0.65, p<0.0001).26 Others have proposed alternating

androgen-targeting therapies and cytotoxic chemotherapies.

The CARD study in the mCRPC population examined the

use of cabazitaxel, a next-generation taxane, vs switch to

another androgen-targeted inhibitor (abiraterone or enzalu-

tamide) in patients who had previously been treated with

docetaxel and either abiraterone or enzalutamide. They

observed improved imaging-based PFS in the group receiv-

ing cabazitaxel (HR: 0.54, 95%CI: 0.40–0.73, p<0.001)

than in the group receiving an androgen-signaling-targeted

inhibitor (ie either abiraterone or enzalutamide), as well as

improved OS (13.6 mo vs 11 mo, HR: 0.64, 95%CI: 0.46–

0.89, p=0.008), suggesting that alternating treatment

mechanisms of action may have improved overall

benefit.27 However, these data are not strong enough to

drive prescriptive treatment recommendations.

The financial toxicity of these novel androgen-axis

inhibitors must also be considered as monthly costs reg-

ularly exceed $10,000 USD. Although funding is jurisdic-

tion-specific, patient-borne costs are significant even for

those with health insurance. Pricing can be difficult to

fully assess given differences in insurance reimbursement

and payment methods, but a search of the general prices of

these drugs quickly highlights their steep costs. When

compared on drugs.com as of February 2020, the quoted

prices are as follows: For abiraterone, $94.80 per 250 mg

pill ($379 daily, $11,376 monthly), for enzalutamide,

$103.77 per 40 mg pill ($415 daily, $12,452 monthly),

and for apalutamide, $106.61 per 60 mg pill ($426 daily,

$12,793 monthly).28 For patients without the personal

means to afford many of these oral therapies, compassio-

nate use programs have often provided coverage. Given

similar efficacy and much lower cost, health economic

analyses favor the use of docetaxel in this disease space

with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) that is

almost one-tenth that of abiraterone, which makes this

a viable, more cost-effective option for many patients.29

Abiraterone is now available as a generic formulation; as

additional generic options emerge, cost will hopefully

lessen. Finally, a 2018 study examined lower doses (1/4

standard dose) of abiraterone taken with food, finding that

this dosing strategy resulted in similar PSA response and

time to progression as full dose abiraterone taken fasting,

which suggests the possibility of decreasing recommended

dosing and thus, cost.30 At the present, however, cost

continues to remain noteworthy during patient and physi-

cian selection.

Agents Without Survival Benefits
Although the evidence for the agents discussed so far is

promising, additional agents have also been studied which

have not shown benefit in prolonging OS.

Bisphosphonates such as zoledronic acid have been exam-

ined based on the theory that reducing skeletal-related

events may be of overall benefit in the course of metastatic

prostate cancer. Sodium clodronate, a first-generation

bisphosphonate, was examined in 2003 during the MRC

PR05 trial. In this trial 311 men with metastatic prostate

cancer who were on ADT were randomized to receive

either oral sodium clodronate or placebo. At a median

follow-up of 59 months, no statistical difference was

detected in either bone PFS (the primary outcome mea-

sure) or OS with the addition of the drug.31 The

STAMPEDE trial, as mentioned above, also added zole-

dronic acid as an additional experimental agent, comparing

ADT alone to ADT plus zoledronic acid, as well as ADT

plus docetaxel plus zoledronic acid to ADT plus docetaxel.

In comparing the addition of zoledronic acid alone to

ADT, there was no evidence of an OS advantage (HR:

0.94, 95%CI: 0.79–1.11). In adding zoledronic acid to

ADT plus docetaxel, both groups had an OS advantage

compared to ADT alone but there was no evidence of an

advantage of adding zoledronic acid to docetaxel (HR:

1.06, 95%CI: 0.86–1.30, p=0.592).9

Since 2003, multiple additional trials have been per-

formed evaluating the use of bisphosphonates in the meta-

static hormone-sensitive space. The CALGB 90202 trial in

2014 did not demonstrate an increased time to first skeletal

related event, PFS, or OS with the addition of zoledronic

acid to ADT.32 Similarly, the ZAPCA trial in 2017 overall

did not demonstrate increased time to treatment failure (as

defined either by PSA or clinical progression, skeletal-

related event, or death or discontinuation of treatment for

any reason) or improvement in OS with the addition of

zoledronic acid to ADT. That said, they did postulate there
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may be increased time to reaching castration-resistance

with addition of zoledronic acid in a select predefined

subgroup of patients with PSA <200 (time to treatment

failure 9.8 months with ADT alone vs 23.7 months with

addition of zoledronic acid, HR: 0.58, 95%CI: 0.35–0.93,

log-rank p=0.023).33

STAMPEDE also examined the use of celecoxib,

a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, in patients with

metastatic disease in the early phases of their trial. Five

hundred and eighty-four patients from the subgroups ran-

domized to ADT alone (control) vs ADT plus celecoxib

were analyzed. There was no evidence of failure-free

survival benefit with celecoxib at an interim analysis, and

therefore, the independent data-monitoring committee

stopped accrual of this cohort and celecoxib in patients

on the drug.34

Systemic Therapy Future Directions
New agents are constantly being developed and evaluated

in the mHSPC space. The ARASENS trial, which began in

June 2016, is targeting enrollment of 1300 patients with

metastatic prostate cancer and seeks to compare ADT plus

docetaxel plus darolutamide (a next-generation antiandro-

gen) to ADT plus docetaxel alone. As mentioned above,

given the advent of more recent changes in therapy for

metastatic castrate-sensitive disease, it notably uses ADT

plus docetaxel as the standard of care treatment and exam-

ines the addition of darolutamide to this regimen. Given

the favorable results with darolutamide in the castrate-

resistant space, this may also have a role within the early

mHSPC realm.35,36

The Role of Surgery, Radiotherapy, and

Ablation in Oligometastatic Prostate

Cancer
The concept of oligometastatic prostate cancer is an evol-

ving paradigm, principally as a result of the rapid advance-

ment of diagnostic and molecular-imaging modalities. As

imaging techniques have become more sensitive, the

detection of previously occult prostate cancer raises the

question of whether patients with low-volume metastatic

disease should be treated with targeted therapy, observa-

tion, or systemic therapy, as described above. In men with

mHSPC there are two related, but independent, questions:

first, is there benefit with treatment of the primary tumor in

patients with low volume metastatic disease and second, is

there benefit with treatment of metastatic disease sites?

With regard to the first question, a SEER analysis of

8185 men diagnosed with metastatic prostate cancer from

Culp et al found that definitive treatment of the prostate

with radical prostatectomy or local radiation conferred

a significant OS and DSS benefit (67.4% OS and 75.8%

DSS for RP, vs 52.6% OS and 61.3% DSS for RT, vs

22.5% OS and 48.7% DSS for no local treatment;

p<0.001).37 Men undergoing local treatment of the pros-

tate also experienced fewer local symptoms and complica-

tions of disease progression.

Subsequently, several trials have sought to assess the

impact of radiotherapy to the prostate in the setting of

metastatic disease. The HORRAD trial randomized 432

patients with metastatic prostate cancer and bone metas-

tases to receive external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) of

the prostate with ADT vs ADT alone. Sixty-three percent

of patients had five or more osseous metastases, and med-

ian follow-up was 47 months.38 They found OS was not

statistically different between groups with a median survi-

val of 45 months in the group receiving EBRT (95%CI:

40.4–49.6) vs 43 months in the control group (95%CI:

32.6–53.4). Similarly, there was no significant difference

in PSA recurrence-free survival (HR: 0.86, 95%CI: 0.69–

1.08, p=0.20), with a mean time to progression in the

EBRT group of 15 months (95%CI: 11.8–18.2) vs 12

months in the control group (95%CI: 10.6–13.4).38

Another arm of the STAMPEDE trial (arm H) also

sought to examine the effect of radiotherapy to the prostate

in metastatic disease.39 In this arm, 2061 patients with

metastatic disease were randomized to receive EBRT plus

standard systemic therapy (ADT ± docetaxel), vs standard

systemic therapy alone (ADT ± docetaxel). 89% of the

study population had osseous metastases, and overall meta-

static burden was defined as low-volume in 40%, high-

volume in 54%, and unknown in the remainder. Over

a median follow-up of 37 months, there was no benefit in

OS demonstrated in those receiving EBRT (HR: 0.92, 95%

CI: 0.80–1.06, p=0.266). In a prespecified subgroup analy-

sis of patients with low metastatic burden, however, there

was a significant improvement in OS (HR: 0.68, 95%CI:

0.52–0.90, p=0.0007).39

SWOG 1802 (NCT03678025) is an ongoing study that

sets out to compare OS, PFS, and rate of symptomatic

local progression utilizing standard systemic therapy with

or without local therapy (radical prostatectomy or radia-

tion) in men with mHSPC.40 Randomized prospective

trials such as this will better clarify the subset of patients
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who may benefit from local treatment in the face of meta-

static disease.

A number of studies assess the second question of

whether there is benefit to treatment of metastatic disease

sites, both in prostate cancer and oncologic disease in

general. Ost et al recently published the first randomized

evidence supporting the role of image-guided metastasis-

directed therapy (MDT) in the setting of oligometastatic

HSPC. Sixty-two men with biochemical recurrence after

primary prostate cancer treatment and three or fewer extra-

cranial metastatic lesions on choline-PET underwent

observation vs surgery or stereotactic body radiotherapy

(SBRT or SABR) of metastatic lesions and were followed

until developing symptomatic or metastatic progression on

imaging. At a median follow-up of three years, the pri-

mary outcome of median ADT-free survival was 13

months for the surveillance group and 21 months for the

MDT group (HR: 0.60, 80%CI: 0.40–0.90, log-rank

p=0.11). Quality of life remained similar between groups

and toxicity was low. Therefore, while this was a relatively

small phase II study, benefit was demonstrated in delaying

disease progression and initiation of hormonal therapy

with the select treatment of metastases in men with hor-

mone-sensitive disease.41 This supports data from several

nonrandomized studies, including Suardi et al, who found

a 59% biochemical response and 38% eight-year recur-

rence-free survival for salvage lymph node dissection after

BCR in HSPC patients with lymph node metastases.42

In 2019, the SABR-COMET trial was published, which

assessed the use of SABR to oligometastatic disease

sites.43 Patients with various types of metastatic malig-

nancy (primarily breast, colorectal, lung, and prostate)

and up to five sites of metastatic disease were randomized

to receive either standard palliative-care treatments

vs standard of care treatments plus SABR to all sites of

metastatic disease. Standard of care treatments, follow-up

imaging, and decision to treat new metastatic sites if dis-

ease progression occurred (in the SABR group) was up to

the discretion of the treating physician. Ninety-nine

patients were enrolled with a 2:1 ratio of randomization

to the SABR vs the control group. At a median follow-up

of 25.5 months, the median OS in the control group was

28 months (95%CI: 19–33) vs 41 months (26 not reached)

in the SABR group (HR: 0.57, 95%CI: 0.30–1.10, strati-

fied log-rank p=0.090). Twenty-six of the 66 patients

(39%) in the SABR group were still alive at study end.

Adverse events grade 2 or higher were noted in three (9%)

patients in the control group and 19 (29%) in the SABR

group (p=0.026), with the most common being pain,

(12%), fatigue (6%), and dyspnea (3%). There were three

(4.5%) treatment-related deaths in the SABR group, and

none in the control group. Overall, the authors concluded

that in patients with metastatic disease, SABR was asso-

ciated with a 13-month improvement in OS, although

these groups did experience more toxicity and adverse

events with treatment.43

The budding field of theranostics, which utilizes pros-

tate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) bound radionu-

clide-labeled molecular targets, is also being explored in

metastatic prostate cancer treatment. Its utility is both as

a diagnostic and therapeutic modality. Initial safety and

efficacy studies using7,17 Lutetium-labeled PMSA have

shown durable PSA response improvement and sympto-

matic relief in men with metastatic CRPC.44 This therapy

is being investigated within other applications in advanced

prostate cancer, along with additional α-emitting PMSA

agents and other experimental formulations.45

Conclusions
The landscape of treatment for metastatic HSPC has chan-

ged substantially over the last decade and continues to

evolve with the advent of new systemic agents, use of

surgery and radiotherapy in oligometastatic disease, and

evolving role of theranostics. While treatment with ADT

alone was long considered the standard of care for men

with newly diagnosed metastatic prostate cancer, this is no

longer the case. Multiple trials in the mHSPC space are

enrolling worldwide, which will continue to elucidate the

role and sequence of administration for each of these

agents and more. As treatment options continue to become

available and the data supporting their use evolves, clin-

icians should be aware of the foundational data, look to

foreseeable comparative studies, as well as practice

informed and shared decision-making in treating men

with metastatic prostate cancer.
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